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Relativizing Relativity
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Special relativity theory is generalized to two or more ``maximal'' signalling
speeds. This framework is discussed in three contexts: (i) as a scenario for super-
luminal signalling and motion, (ii) as the possibility of two or more ``light'' cones
due to the a ``birefringent'' vacuum, and (iii) as a further extension of conven-
tionality beyond synchrony.

1. GENERAL FRAMEWORK

In what follows, we shall study two signal types with two different signal
velocities generating two different sets of Lorentz frames associated with
two types of ``light'' cones. (A generalization to an arbitrary number of
signals is straightforward.) This may seem implausible and even misleading
at first, since from two different ``maximal'' signal velocities only one can be
truly maximal. Only the maximal one appears to be the natural candidate
for the generation of Lorentz frames.

However, it may sometimes be physically reasonable to consider
frames obtained by nonmaximal speed signalling. What could such sub-
luminal coordinates, as they may be called, be good for?

(i) First of all, they may be useful for intermediate description
levels(6, 54) of physical theory. These description levels may either be irreduc-
ible or derivable from some more fundamental level. Such considerations
appear to be closely related to system science.

(ii) By analogy, we may also consider faster-than-light ``signalling''
generating superluminal coordinates.(45, 58) Presently, faster-than-light
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``signalling'' can, for instance, be realized by superluminal charge-current
patterns; e.g., by the coordinated motion of aggregates of electrically charged
particles.(13, 7) ``Signals'' of the above type cannot convey useful information
and therefore cannot possibly be utilized to violate causality. But it could
also be speculated that in the distant future signals of yet unknown type
might be discovered which travel faster than light. In this view, the ``second''
type of ``light'' cone just has not been discovered yet; its discovery being
independent of and beyond the scope of these considerations.

(iii) Thirdly, the standard debate of conventionality in relativity
theory which concentrates on synchrony can be extended to arbitrary
signalling speeds as well. This amounts to a splitting of relativity theory
into a section dealing with operational meaningful conventions and
another section expressing the physical content, in particular covariance;
i.e., the form invariance of the equations of motion under the resulting
space-time transformations.

In all these cases the following considerations may yield a clearer
understanding of seemingly ``paradoxical'' effects such as time travel.(25, 46, 41)

Thus it may not appear totally unreasonable to consider generalized
system representations in which more than one signalling speeds are used
to generate space and time scales. The transformation properties of such
scales are then defined relative to the signal invoked.

2. EXTENDING CONVENTIONALITY

One of the greatest achievements of Einstein's theory of relativity is
the operational approach to space and time: Already in Einstein's original
article, (21) space as well as time scales are generated by physical procedures
and observables which are based upon empirical phenomena and on intrin-
sically meaningful concepts.(15, 63, 59, 60, 51, 52, 61) Such a requirement is by no
means trivial. For instance, different description levels may use different
signals (e.g., sound, waves of any form, light,...).

Thereby, certain conventions have to be assumed, which again have
an operational meaning by referring to purely physical terms. For instance,
standard synchrony at spatially separated locations is conventionalized by
``radar procedures;'' i.e., by sending a signal back and forth between two
spatially separated clocks. The conventionality of synchrony has been dis-
cussed, among others, by Reichenbach, (48) Gru� nbaum, (31, 30) Winnie, (66, 67)

Malamet, (37) Redhead, (47) and Sarkar and Stachel(53) (cf. Ref. 34 for a
review).
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In what follows, we shall frequently use Einsteinian clocks based on
``radar coordinates.'' Thereby, we shall first fix an arbitrary unit distance.
Radar coordinate clocks use signals going back and forth between two
reflective walls which are a predefined unit distance apart. Time is
measured by the number of traversals of the signals between the walls.
Thus, if different signals are used to define time scales, different time scales
result.

In pursuing conventionalism further, it appears not unreasonable to
assume the invariance of the speed of light as merely a convention rather
than as an empirical finding. Historically, the special theory of relativity
suggested a consistent manner to re-interpret spatial distances as time
intervals. This made it necessary to have a conversion constant with the
dimension of velocity. The most natural candidate was the speed of light,
because it figured in the Maxwell equations, which are form invariant with
respect to the Lorentz transformations based on the invariance of the speed
of light. Consequently, the speed of light is no measurable quantity, but a
fixed constant. Indeed, the International System of standard units(57) has
implemented this approach.

The light cone structure already decides the transformation of space-
time coordinates: Alexandrov's theorem(1�4, 49, 68, 33, 14, 29) (cf. below; see
Refs. 12 and 36 for a review) states that the (affine) Lorentz transforma-
tions are a consequence of the invariance of the speed of light; a reasonable
side assumption being the one-to-one mapping of coordinates.

Introducing relativistic space-time transformations as a consequence of
conventions rather than of deep physics amounts to introducing relativity
theory ``upside down,'' since in retrospect and in standard reviews(21, 22, 55)

the Michelson�Morley and Kennedy�Thorndike experiment is commonly
presented as an experimental finding supporting the assumption of the
invariance of light in all reference frames. Indeed, the very idea that the
invariance of the two-way velocity of light is a mere convention might
appear unacceptable. It seems rather uncommon and against well-tested
principles to contend that the relativistic phenomena are mostly a matter
of conventional representations. These phenomena are nowadays not only
limited to the old Michelson Morley experiment, but include things like the
velocity dependence of the life time of Kaons or other particles.

Yet, within a given level of description, an unavoidable self-referen-
tiality should be acknowledged: all experiments are themselves based upon
coordinates (e.g., clocks and scales) which operate with the very signals
whose invariance is experienced. And since the physical world view is
strongly based on agreed upon conventions of how to order observational
data, can we introduce a new convention and obtain an equally consistent,
but radically changed perspective of the world?
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In contradistinction, the relativity principle, stating the form invariance
of the physical laws under such Lorentz transformations, conveys the non-
trivial physical content. In this way, special relativity theory is effectively
split into a section dealing with geometric conventions and a different one
dealing with the representation of physical phenomena.

Thereby, general covariance of the physical laws of motion can no
longer be required globally. Indeed, form invariance will be satisfied only
relative to a specific level of description; more precisely: relative to a par-
ticular class of space-time transformations.

To give a simple example: Maxwell's equations are not form invariant
with respect to Lorentz-type transformations generated from the assump-
tion of the invariance of the speed of sound; just as the description of
onedimensional sound phenomena propagating with velocity c� by f (x&c� t)
+ g(x+c� t) is not invariant with respect to the usual Lorentz transforma-
tions. Yet, Maxwell's equations are form invariant with respect to the usual
Lorentz transformations; just as f (x&c� t)+ g(x+c� t) is invariant with
respect to Lorentz-type transformations generated from the assumption of
the invariance of the speed of sound c� . [This can be checked by insertion
into equation (4).]

With respect to a particular level of physical description, the time scale
generated by the corresponding signal may be more appropriate than
another if we adopt Poincare� 's criterion(43) resembling Occam's razor:
``Time scales should be defined in such a way that the mechanical equations
become as simple as possible. In other words, there is no way to measure time
which is more correct than another one; the one commonly used is simply the
most convenient.''

This is a radical departure from the requirement that the fastest signal
should be used for coordinatization. Of course, today's fastest signal, light,
is perfectly appropriate for today's fundamental description level of electro-
magnetism; the corresponding scales (generated by the assumption of
invariance of the speed of light) leaving the Maxwell equations and other
relativistic equations of motion form invariant. But that does by no means
imply that different signals may not be more appropriate than light for dif-
ferent levels of physical description.

Indeed, if instead of light, sound waves or water waves would be
assumed constant in all inertial frames, then very similar ``relativistic effects''
would result, but at a speed lower than the speed of light. This top-down
approach to special relativity should be compared to still another bottom-up
approach pursued, among others, by FitzGerald, (65) Ja� nossy, (35) Toffoli, (63)

Erlichson, (23) Bell, (8, 10) Mansouri and Sexl, (38�40) Svozil, (59, 60) Shupe(56)

and Gu� nther.(32) There, relativistic forms are derived from ``ether''-type
theories.
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We might also speculate that the vacuum might be a ``birefringent''
medium and that, for some unknown reason (e.g., the nonavailability of
suitable detectors or the weakness of the signal), only one of the two
vacuum ``light'' cones has been observed so far. As we shall mainly deal
with the structual concepts of such findings, we shall not discuss these
assumptions further.

3. TRANSFORMATION LAWS

In what follows we shall consider the transformation properties of
coordinates between different reference frames; in particular between
frames generated by two different ``maximal'' signalling speeds. To be more
precise, let c denote the velocity of light. Alexandrov's theorem(1�4, 49, 68, 33, 14, 29)

(cf. Refs. 12 and 36 for a review) states that one-to-one mappings
.: R4 � R4 preserving the Lorentz�Minkowski distance for light signals

0=c2(tx&ty)2&(x&y)2=c2(t$x&t$y)2&(x$&y$)2

x=(tx , x), y=(ty , y) # R4 are Lorentz transformations

x$=.(x)=:Lx+a

up to an affine scale factor :. (A generalization to Rn is straightforward.)
Hence, the Lorentz transformations appear to be essentially derivable from
the invariance of the speed of light alone.

Consider now that we assume the convention that, for one and the
same physical system and for reasons not specified, another arbitrary but
different velocity c� is invariant. As a result of Alexandrov's theorem,
a different set of Lorentz-type transformation with c substituted by c� is
obtained. Of course, as can be expected, neither is c� invariant in the usual
Lorentz frames, nor is c invariant in the Lorentz-type frames containing c� :
only the c-light cone appears invariant with respect to the transformations
containing c; the c� -light cone is not. Conversely, only the c� -light cone
appears invariant with respect to the transformations containing c� ; the
c-light cone is not.

Let us, for the sake of the argument, assume that c<c� . For all practical
purposes, we shall consider two-way velocities (measured back and forth).

As argued before, we shall consider two sets of inertial frames 7, 7�
associated with c and c� , respectively. The set of all inertial frames 7 is
constructed by a priori and ad hoc assuming that c is constant. The set of
all inertial frames 7� is constructed by a priori and ad hoc assuming that c�
is constant.
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The construction of 7 and 7� via Alexandrov's principle is quite
standard. Since c and c� are defined to be constant, two (affine) Lorentz
transformations

x$=.(x)=:Lx+a and (1)

x� $=.� (x� )=:� L� x� +a� (2)

result for 7 and 7� , respectively. (In what follows, the affine factors :, :� are
set to unity.) We shall also refer to these space and time scales as c-space,
c-time, and c� -space, c� -time, respectively.

The rules for constructing space-time diagrams for the twodimensional
problem (time and one space axis) are straightforward as well. The Lorentz
transformations (1) and (2) for a=a� =0 yield

.v(x)=(t$, x$1 , 0, 0)=# \t&
vx1

c2 , x1&vt, 0, 0+ , and (3)

.� v� (x� )=(t� $, x� $1 , 0, 0)=#� \t� &
v� x� 1

c� 2 , x� 1&v� t� , 0, 0+ (4)

with

#=+\1&
v2

c2+
&1�2

and #� =+\1&
v� 2

c� 2+
&1�2

From now on, we shall write x and x� for x1 and x� 1 , respectively. The
second and third spatial coordinate will be omitted.

Consider faster-than-c velocities v in the range

c<v�c�

For this velocity range, the Lorentz transformations (3), in particular #,
become imaginary in the 7-frames. Therefore, 7 cannot account for such
velocities. For 7� , these velocities are perfectly meaningful, being smaller
than or equal to c� .

The x$- and t$-axis is obtained by setting t$=0 and x$=0, respectively.
One obtains

t=
vx
c2 and t� =

v� x�
c� 2 (5)
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for the x$- and x� $-axis, as well as

t=
x
v

and t� =
x�
v�

(6)

for the t$- and t� $-axis, respectively.
In general, c2t2&x2{c� 2t� 2&x� 2, except for c=c� , and the coordinate

frames cannot be directly compared. Thus the standard way of identifying
unities does not work any longer.

We might, nevertheless, generalize relativity theory by requiring
c2t2&x2=c� 2t� 2&x� 2. In this case, the identifications for unity are straight-
forward. In the following, a different approach is pursued.

One possibility is to proceed by constructing radar coordinates in the
following operational way. Let us require that all frames 7 and 7� have the
same origin. That is,

(t, x)=(0, 0) � (t� , x� )=(0, 0) (7)

Furthermore, let us consider the intrinsic coordinatization of two coor-
dinate frames _ # 7 and _� # 7� which are at rest with respect to each other.
As a consequence of the standard Einstein synchronization conventions,
two events which occur at the same c-time in _ also occur at the same
c� -time in _� . Note that this concurrence of synchrony is true only for the
particular frames _ and _� and cannot be expected for all co-moving frames
of 7 and 7� . At this point, the preference of two frames _, _� over others is
purely conventional and does not reflect any ``deep physics.''

Let us first assume that we proceed by fixing one and the same unit
of distance for both coordinate systems; i.e., x=x� . In such a case, the radar
time coordinate t� can be expressed in terms of the radar time coordinate
t by t� =(c� �c) t. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. In c-time 1, the faster signal with
velocity c� has been relayed back and forth the reflecting walls by a factor
c� �c. Thus in summary, the transformation laws between _ and _� are

(t� (t, x), x� (t, x))=\c�
c

t, x+ (8)

A more general conversion between 7 and 7� involving moving coor-
dinates is obtained by applying successively the inverse Lorentz transfor-
mation (3) and the Lorentz transformation (4) with velocities v and w� ,
respectively; i.e.,

(t� ", x� ")=.� w� (t� $, x� $)=.� w� \c�
c

t$, x$+ (9)
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Codes: 1314 Signs: 485 . Length: 44 pic 2 pts, 186 mm

Fig. 1. Construction of radar time coordinates. The vertical
lines represent mirrors for both signals at velocities c (denoted
by a dashed line ``� � �''), and c� (denoted by ``� } � } �'').

with

(t$, x$)=.&1
v (t, x)=# \t+

vx
c2 , x+vt + (10)

More explicitly,

(t� "(t, x), x� "(t, x))

=##� _c�
c \t+

vx
c2 +&

w�
c� 2 (x+vt), x+vt&

w� c�
c \t+

vx
c2 +&

=##� _t \c�
c

&
vw�
c� 2 ++x \c� v

c3 &
w�
c� 2+ , t \v&

c� w�
c ++x \1&

c� vw�
c3 +& (11)

Here, v<c and w� <c� . As can be expected, for c=c� and v=w� , Eq. (11)
reduces to (t� "(t, x), x� "(t, x))=(t, x).
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Fig. 2. Inertial frames of 7� . The shaded
area is forbidden for frames of 7 (c<c� ).

Instead of identical space coordinates for two frames at rest with
respect to each other, we could have chosen invariant time coordinates in
both frames. A dual construction yields the transformation laws

(t� (t, x), x� (t, x))=\t,
c
c�

x+ (12)

Let us now consider space-time diagrams for 7 and 7� . Figure 2
depicts twodimensional coordinate frames generated for 7� . The shaded
region with the slope within [c, 1�c] is not allowed for 7. It corresponds
to faster-than-c frames.

Figure 3 draws a representation of the sets of frames 7 and 7� in the
set of all affine frames, denoted by a square.

Fig. 3. The set of all inertial frames of 7 and 7� in the set
of all affine frames. The intersection between 7 and 7�
represents frames of equal synchrony.
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4. QUASI TIME PARADOXES AND THEIR RESOLUTION

Since c� >c, superluminal signalling by any velocity v with c� �v>c with
respect to c is an option for 7. This could, at least from a straightforward
point of view, result in quasi-time paradoxes, such as Tolman's(64, 11, 45, 46)

or Go� del's paradoxes.(25�27) They originate from the fact that, given super-
luminal signalling, signalling back in c-time is conceivable, making a
diagonalization argument(17, 18, 50, 42) similar to the classical liar(5) possible.(62)

Stated pointedly: given free will, this would enable an agent to send a
signal backwards in time if and only if the agent has not received this
message before (or, in a more violent version, kill the agent's own
grandfather in early childhood).(41) Likewise, this would allow an agent to
become very knowledgeable, powerful and rich, which is not necessarily
paradoxical.

To illustrate the quasi-paradoxical nature of the argument, let us con-
sider a concrete example. Assume as the two signalling speeds c and c� the
speed of sound and the speed of light, respectively. Let us further assume
that there exist intelligent beings��let us call them ``soundlanders''��
capable of developing physics in their ``ether''-medium.(56, 59, 60, 20, 32) For
them, sound would appear as a perfectly appropriate phenomenon to base
their coordinate frames upon. To give an example, the wave equation

2u=
1
c2

�2u
�t2

governing the propagation of sound of velocity c is invariant with respect
to (3). For this reason, to soundlanders the speed of sound might appear
as the ``natural'' speed to base their system of units upon.

What if the soundlanders discover supersonic shock waves propagating
through their elastic medium, or sonoluminiscence; i.e., the creation of
signals at supersonar speed c� ? Surely, because of the conceivable paradoxes
discussed before, this would result in a denial of the experimental findings
at first and in a crisis of (theoretical sound) physics later. Figure 4 depicts
the construction of a quasi-time paradox, as perceived from the inertial
frame 7 generated by sound and the inertial frame 7� generated by light.

However, as can be expected, when viewed from 7� , the seemingly
``paradoxical'' process perceived by 7 is not paradoxical at all. It appears
that one resolution of the paradoxes is to switch the level of observation
and take the perspective that the ``true physics'' is not based upon sound
but on electromagnetic phenomena. After all, sound waves result from the
coordinated motion of aggregates of atoms or molecules, which in turn is
dominated by the electromagnetic forces. In this extrinsic view, the ``sound
physics'' of the ``soundlanders'' is a representation of the phenomena at
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Fig. 4. (a) Quasi-time paradox as perceived from
7-frame (t, x). There is no apparent paradox here,
because since tA<tB<tC , no information flows back-
ward in time. (b) Quasi-time paradox reveals itself
when perceived from 7-frame (t$, x$). Information
appears to flow backward in time, since tA>tB>tC .
(c) Resolution of the time paradox in 7� -frame (t� , x� ).
In all 7� -frames, t� A<t� B<t� C .

an intermediate level of description.(6, 54) Since from that viewpoint, the
appropriate signalling speed is electromagnetic radiation at velocity c� ,
paradoxes disappear. Thus any attempt to construct paradoxes at the inter-
mediate level of sound signals is doomed to fail because that level of
description turns out to be inappropriate for the particular purpose.

This extrinsic viewpoint is juxtaposed by the intrinsic view-
point(15, 51, 52, 59�61, 63) of the ``soundlanders'' pretending to maintain their
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intermediate level of ``sound physics.'' For them, paradoxes are not
realizable because certain procedures or actions are not operational. This
amounts to the resolution of time paradoxes by the principle of self-
consistency(24) as already discussed, for instance, in Nahin's monograph
[Ref. 41, p. 272].

In analogy to the above comparison between sound and light signals,
one could consider superluminal signalling by some (admittedly highly
speculative) source of yet unknown origin. Very likely, any such signalling
would operate with a hitherto unknown type of interaction, since any
signal might be associated with a disturbance a sender causes at the
receiver by an interaction. As a consequence, conventionality suggests that
this new signal is the ``natural candidate'' for defining space time scales and
the Lorentz-type transformations between different frames. It may not be
totally unreasonable to speculate that the laws governing this new interac-
tions are form invariant under the new, superluminal Lorentz transforma-
tion containing the faster signalling speed instead of the speed of light. In
such a scenario, many of the known fundamental laws, such as the electro-
weak and strong interactions, may then appear as effectively (ab initio)
derivable from the new type of interaction. (Just as sound phenomena have
an electromagnetic origin.)

The new Lorentz transformations may then serve the purpose of
re-establishing a unique mode of conceptually connecting different space
time points. After all, one may justifiably argue that a world with multiple
maximal speeds and multiple relativistic descriptions could merely exist if
the different speeds referred to fields entirely unrelated to each other. In
such a world, no mixed phenomena would exist. But if the phenomena are
interrelated or one is effectively derivable from the other, the symmetric
picture of an arbitrariness of the choice of ``natural'' units and speeds
breaks down.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As speculative as the above considerations may appear, they can be
brought forward consistently. Even if exotic scenarios such as a birefringent
vacuum appears highly unlikely, some lessons for the presentation and
interpretation of standard relativity theory, in particular the splitting of
conventions from the form invariance of the physical laws, can be learned.

Theory��in the author's opinion for the worse��tends to exert a con-
servative influence in declining that faster-than-light or ``superluminal''
information communication and travel of the type ``breakfast on Earth,

lunch on Alpha Centauri, and home for dinner with your wife and children,
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not your great-great-great grandchildren''
(44) is conceivable. Accordingly,

any experimental, empirical claim of allegedly superluminal phenomena is
confronted with the strongest resistance from the theoretical orthodoxy,
pretending the principal impossibility for superluminal communication.

The author is not convinced that, as of today, there is reason to
believe that there is experimental evidence of faster-than-light communica-
tion via tunnelling or other phenomena. Yet, one cannot know when, if
ever, superluminal phenomena may be discovered. (In the author's opinion
these would most probably show up in an allegedly nonpreservation of
energy and momentum; very much in the same way as sonoluminiscence
may be viewed from the description level of sound.) Hence, one purpose of
this study has been the attempt to free experiment from the pressure of the
theoretical orthodoxy. ``Superluminal'' signalling per se is accountable for
and does not necessarily imply ``phenomenologic'' inconsistency.

From a system theoretic point of view, a generalized principle of over-
all consistency of the phenomena might be used to demonstrate that too
powerful agents would become inconsistent. As a consequence, the predic-
tive power as well as the physical operationalizability (command over the
phenomena) is limited by this consistency requirement. Events which may
appear undecidable and uncontrollable to an intrinsic observer bound by
incomplete knowledge may be perfectly controllable and decidable with
respect to a more complete theory. In such a framework, different signalling
speeds, in particular also superluminal signalling, can well be accommodated
within a generalized theory of relativity. They do not at all mean inconsis-
tencies but just refer to different levels of physical descriptions and conven-
tions which have to be carefully accounted for.
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